
CUTANEOUS T-CELL LYMPHOMA (CTCL): 
A Rare Blood Cancer Seen on the Skin

WHAT IS CTCL? 
CTCL refers to a group of non-Hodgkin lymphomas that are derived from T-lymphocytes, a type of white blood cell. 
While CTCL is largely confined to the skin at diagnosis, it impacts each patient differently, with symptoms ranging 
from rash-like patches to thicker, itchy plaques and raised tumors. Despite ongoing research, the cause of CTCL 
remains unknown.1-4

• In the western world, the estimated annual incidence of CTCL is 1 in every 100,000.5

• CTCL impacts twice as many men as women.5-6

• Risk for CTCL increases with age, and patients are typically diagnosed in their mid-50s.7

TYPES OF CTCL 
CTCL includes a wide variety of different disorders. Among the various subtypes of CTCL are mycosis fungoides and 
primary cutaneous CD30-positive lymphoproliferative disorders (LPDs). Overall survival rates for the disease have 
been shown to vary based on subtype, with 91 percent of patients with mycosis fungoides and between  
90-100 percent with LPDs living for five years following diagnosis.4,8-9

Mycosis fungoides, named for the mushroom-like appearance of tumors, is the most common subtype and 
accounts for 50 to 70 percent of all cases of CTCL. Typically slow-growing, mycosis fungoides is often localized to the 
skin. It can be present for long periods before diagnosis due to its resemblance to other conditions. There is variability 
among which patients express the CD30 protein, a tumor marker in various types of lymphoma.1-2,5,8,10-12

LPDs are the second largest subgroup of CTCL and include primary cutaneous anaplastic large cell lymphoma 
(pcALCL) and different types of lymphomatoid papulosis (LYP). These cancers are characterized by cells that highly 

express CD30 and manifest as raised, red skin lesions, nodules or tumors.1,13-15
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DIAGNOSIS 
Diagnosing CTCL in its earlier stages presents challenges, as lesions often resemble benign dermatitis. From the onset 
of symptoms, it can take an average of five to six years for patients to receive a diagnosis, and many are diagnosed by 
dermatologists rather than hematologists or oncologists.1,16 The following tests and procedures may be performed to 
diagnose CTCL:

There is a need for improvements in diagnosis, including tests that can more easily identify CTCL in early stages 
through greater sensitivity and more specific biomarkers. Differentiating between subtypes via methods such as 
CD30 testing may help ensure patients receive the appropriate treatment.

TREATMENT OPTIONS 
Due to the heterogeneity of CTCL, there is no single way to manage the disease. Patients with CTCL can receive 
either skin-directed or systemic therapies, depending upon the stage of their disease. There is no known cure for 
CTCL, and few new treatment options have been introduced over the last several years.

Skin-directed therapies, used in earlier stage disease, include phototherapy, surgical excision, topical steroids,  
local radiotherapy, topical chemotherapies, and protection and moisturizing of the affected areas. In addition, topical 
antibiotics can be prescribed to treat infections associated with CTCL.1-2,17-18 

Systemic therapies may be used in patients with advanced CTCL and in those who do not respond well to skin-
directed therapies. Biologics, immunotherapies, and chemotherapies are examples of systemic therapies, which 
target cancer at the cellular level.1-2,17

For systemically treated patients with progressing CTCL, complete and durable responses are rare. Therapies are 
currently aimed at symptom control and improved quality of life.19 
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